Cyclops Optimizer
Automated price optimizer for best underlying combinations

Cyclops, our automated email parsing service for structured investments, provides automatic pricing and documentation
services for users across both a range of pay-offs and a broad universe of underlying exposures. In addition to these
established services, Cyclops provides an OPTIMIZATION feature that enables users to quickly identify combinations of
underlyings that will, everything else being equal, provide the most attractive variations of the structured investment.
How does it work?
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TOP 1 = A & G
TOP 2 = B & D
TOP 3 = A & F
TOP 4 = C & J
TOP 5 = E & I

Users of Cyclops Optimizer will receive for every optimizing request:
1. The 5 top optimization suggestions, along with pricing and documentation (if needed)
2. Other potential attractive baskets
Cyclops Optimizer is able to provide price optimization across a number of payoffs comparing up to 1,000 possible
combinations in a matter of minutes. More information on our email pricing capabilities here.
How can I access the Cyclops Optimizer?
> via direct email
1. Please approach your Commerzbank contact for more
information on the specific formats required to request an
optimization via Cyclops
> Via WebPricer (https://pb.commerzbank.com/salespricer)
2. Step-by-step functionality to request optimization
available on the web under “ ” icon
> Via the Excel Cyclops Tool
3. Optimizer formats included in Excel Cyclops tool
For any further questions please contact EMC Electronic Sales Trading at EmcElectronicSalesTrading2@commerzbank.com.
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